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Graphic design professor brings book art minor to JMU
Football looks to make 
first post-season 
appearance since 2011
Low attendance at Town Hall events
freshman international affairs major Kyle anderson raises 
concerns about campus dining hall hours during the college of 
arts and letters portion of thursday’s sga town hall events.  
Jmu graphic design professor dawn mccusker uses a hand-operated printing press in her backyard studio. soon she will be 
able to do her work in the new madison book lab on campus, which is being opened as a result of Jmu’s new book art minor.
Mark oWEn / thE brEEzE
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Student Government Association holds forums around campus to gauge student opinions




It was a time to voice opin-
ions and comments, but 
instead there was silence. 
Eight separate forums 
were hosted by the Student 
Government Association 
Tuesday. The meetings were 
divided based on on-campus 
living areas (Bluestone, Vil-
lage, Lakeside and Skyline) 
and JMU’s various colleges. 
The discussions, advertised 
as Town Hall Day, were open 
from 5:15 to 7:30 p.m., and 
were created to allow stu-
dents to talk with SGA reps 
about concerns and issues 
they have. 
However, not many people 
attended the events. Some 
cases,  such as the Bluestone, 
Village and Lakeside meet-
ings, the meetings remained 
unattended by anyone out-
side of SGA.    
“I thought a few people 
would come out,” John Carr, 
a freshman finance major and 
SGA member, said regarding 
the Bluestone meeting. “I’m 
a little disappointed that peo-
ple are not as involved as they 
should be.” 
It  has  a lways  b e en a 
requirement for the SGA to 
host town halls each semes-
ter, but this is the first time 
in which they decided to 
hold many events on the 
same day, according to Casey 
Neville, an SGA senator and 
sophomore sports and rec-
reation management major 
for the College of Business. 
see sga, page 3
By wayNe epps jr.
The Breeze
With JMU looking likely to grab a 
spot in this year’s 24-team Football 
Championship Subdivision playoffs, 
the gears are turning in Harrisonburg 
in anticipation of a home game.  
Potential playoff teams send in 
monetary bids of at least $30,000 for 
the chance to host a first-round game. 
The deadline to submit bids was Mon-
day, and now fingers are crossed for 
what could be the first playoff game at 
Bridgeforth Stadium since 2008. 
Although JMU Director of Athlet-
ics Jeff Bourne wouldn’t reveal the 
amount JMU bid this year, as it’s sub-
mitted confidentially to the NCAA, he 
did say that he feels optimistic about it. 
“You make the best decision that 
you can,” Bourne said. “And we didn’t 
make that decision in isolation, it 
obviously involved a lot of folks here. 
It involved the university adminis-
tration. I think, suffice it to say, I do 
feel very optimistic about our bid and 
good about our chances.” 
Bourne is familiar with the process, 
having been the on the FCS selection 
committee for four years. Last season 
was his last year on the committee. 
He said that the financial component 
of hosting a game is a very, very large 
factor in deciding who in a particular 
matchup will get to play at home. 
“The financial piece … it’s the one 
that certainly is by far the most impor-
tant component,” Bourne said. 
According to the 2014-15 Division 
I Pre-Championship Manual, other 
things taken to account include the 
quality of the school’s facility, the 
see playoffs, page 10
By Matt delaNey
contributing writer
“Ask yourself what got you 
here.” 
That was the final mes-
sage men’s soccer head coach 
Tom Martin and his staff 
had displayed on the team’s 
whiteboard ahead of JMU’s 
Colonial Athletic Conference 
Championship game against 
the University of Delaware on 
Sunday. 
Martin wanted to remind 
his players of their season: its 
struggles, triumphs and what 
they could achieve if they abid-
ed by the team’s three tenets. 
“[We] work hard, [we] work 
together,” Martin said. “And 
[we] enjoy what we’re doing, 
that’s always been a theme 
with us at JMU soccer.”
And after narrowly qualify-
ing as a No. 6 seed for the CAA 
tournament with a win over 
the College of William & Mary 
in the final week of the regu-
lar season, the Dukes went on 
a tear. 
JMU beat Hofstra Univer-
sity 2-0 in the quarterfinals on 
Nov. 8, the University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington 2-0 in 
the semifinals last Friday and 
Delaware 1-0 in the finals on 
Sunday to win the CAA Cham-
pionship. The title is the fifth 
in JMU men’s soccer history 
see soccer, page 10
By MadelaiNe staNley
contributing writer
The white-brick back-yard studio is pushing its limits: walls are lined with cabinets full 
of type, and the rows of wooden 
and metal letters multi-sized 
gleam in the midday light as the 
scent of ink penetrates every 
surface.
Four hand-operated printing 
presses, each more impressive 
than the last, stand waiting. 
Dawn McCusker grips the wheel 
of the oldest, a 1,000-pound 1911 
cast iron “clamshell” press, and 
turns it, forcing two large plates 
to open and close almost silently.
“I’m providing a bit of living 
history,” she said with a laugh. 
“And they want me to have this 
all moved by December.”
McCusker is a graphic design 
professor at JMU whose pas-
sion for typography has finally 
paid off; she teaches design not 
only in its digital form, but also 
in handmade techniques such 
as letterpress. Her backyard 
studio, where she taught sum-
mer classes, will soon no longer 
exist, because she’ll have a new 
studio at JMU called the Madi-
son Book Lab, the result of a new 
book art minor she’s established 
that will cover techniques such 
as letterpress, bookbinding and 
papermaking. 
McCusker has spent the last 
year buying all the tools for the 
studio, such as two new Vander-
cook flatbed presses refurbished 
by a craftsman in Indiana, and a 
machine for papermaking, which 
was last used for teaching at JMU 
in the ’90s. 
Ronn Daniel, a professor of 
interior architecture and indus-
trial design, has worked with 
McCusker on several design 
projects.
“She has really built for herself 
a deep professional expertise in 
things that many people have 
forgotten about,” Daniel said. 
“Like letterpress, all these 19th-
century techniques.”
McCusker’s love of letter-
press and book arts started in
 see press, page 7
A different meaning
members of the muslim student association talked with students about the meaning 
of the word “Jihad” on the Quad on wednesday afternoon. in their demonstration, 
monica chowdhury, president of msa and a senior biotechnology major, and najeeha 
Khan, a sophmore international affairs and religion double major, said they hope to 
raise awareness about Jihad’s real meaning, which is “struggle.” the purpose of the 
demonstration was to dissociate the word “Jihad” from the phrase “holy war,” as those 
terms are often portrayed as synonymous in the media.
More details at breezejmu.org
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The Breeze, the student-run newspaper 
of James Madison University, serves 
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reporting news involving the campus 
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LOS ANGELES — Negative 
news about ride-hailing ser-
vice Uber continues to mount. 
Uber said Wednesday that an 
executive in New York City was 
under investigation for allegedly 
tracking a journalist without her 
consent.
That follows reports that a top 
Uber exec laid out plans to din-
ner-party guests for an Uber team 
to investigate journalists critical 
of the company, with a million-
dollar budget. 
Concerns among passengers 
about their privacy and safety is 
becoming a problem, and could 
spell trouble for Uber as regula-
tors from Illinois, Florida and 
elsewhere debate whether to give 
the apps the authority to operate.
GOP splits on 
immigration
Tribune News Service
BOCA RATON, Fla. — Presi-
dent Barack Obama’s expected 
action on immigration is expos-
ing different approaches in 
the Republican Party, evident 
Wednesday as six potential 
candidates for the party’s 2016 
presidential nomination dif-
fered in how they would ease the 
nation’s immigration crisis.
Appearing at a meeting of 
the Republican Governors 
Association, the candidates 
were all critical of Obama act-
ing unilaterally on the eve of 
his anticipated executive order 
overhauling immigration policy 
without a vote of Congress.
The tone of their reactions 
varied, a reflection of a years-old 





dent Barack Obama recognized 
school superintendents from 
across the country on Wednes-
day whose efforts to expand 
classroom technology means it 
no longer takes 20 minutes for 
a student in rural Alaska to log 
onto the Internet and that one in 
a poor district in California can 
get Wi-Fi near home.
About 110 school leaders 
attended the National Connect-
ed Superintendents Summit on 
digital learning. The event was 
part of the administration’s five-
year plan, ConnectED, to have 99 
percent of the nation’s students 
connected to high-speed broad-





IRBIL, Iraq — A suicide car 
bomber in a Toyota sedan 
exploded outside the gates of the 
governor’s compound in Irbil on 
Wednesday, the first major ter-
rorist attack in the Kurdish capital 
since the Islamic State took over 
much of neighboring northern 
Iraq in mid-June.
Initial reports said the blast 
killed two policemen and four 
civilians traveling in cars. As 
many as 30 people in the sur-
rounding area were wounded.
A Kurdish intelligence offi-
cial said guards had opened fire 
on the vehicle as it attempted to 
make an illegal left turn to ram 
into the walled and gated com-
pound. The car exploded outside 
the gates.
Japan to hunt 
whales again  
Los Angeles Times
JAPAN — Japan informed the 
International Whaling Commis-
sion on Tuesday that it intends 
to hunt whales for scientific 
research next year, a move that 
conservationists called a defiance 
of the International Court of Jus-
tice ruling that Japan’s whale kills 
were illegal.
Since the commission invoked 
a moratorium on commercial 
whaling in 1986, Japan had been 
claiming an exception to the ban 
allowing whaling for scientific 
purposes and had set quotas of 
1,035 kills in the last few years.
The International Court of Jus-
tice ruled in March that Japan’s 
failure to publish results from its 
research demonstrated that it was 




HONDURAS — A top criminal 
law enforcement official in Hon-
duras on Wednesday confirmed 
the discovery of the bodies of 
Miss Honduras 2014 and her 
sister near the spa where they 
disappeared six days ago.
Leandro Osorio, who heads 
the National Directorate of 
Criminal Investigation, told the 
media that two bodies found bur-
ied were those of beauty queen 
Maria Jose Alvarado, 19, and her 
sister, Sofia Trinidad, 23. Oso-
rio also said investigators had 
found both the murder weapon 
and vehicle allegedly used in the 
slayings.
 
Compiled from Tribune 
News Service. 
Every “throwback thursday” the copy desk will be researching our print 
archives (breezejmu.org/archives) to take you back in time and see what 
events The Breeze has covered. have a suggestion on what we should 
research? Email us at breezecopy@gmail.com.#JMutbt
nov. 20, 1970
on this day in 1970, The Breeze 
announced that Ronald E. carrier 
had been named the new president 
of Madison college. Preceded by g. 
tyler Miller, who was president 
since 1949. carrier was the 
college’s fourth president. carrier 
was chosen out of 50 applicants 
after intensive screening by a 
student-faculty committee and the 
Board of Visitors. a tennessee 
native, he attended undergraduate 
school at East tennessee state 
university and had previously 
served on the staff at Memphis 
state university as director and 
founder of the bureau of business 
and economics. chuck shomo, one 
of the students who served on the 
committee that helped appoint 
carrier, said of the new president: 
“dr. carrier is an extrovert. the 
students of Madison college will 
enjoy and feel comfortable working 
with this southern gentleman.”  
News
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Police give tips to prevent 
burglary over break
 
As students are preparing for Thanks-
giving break, the Harrisonburg Police 
Department is reminding students of 
some safety precautions they should 
take before they leave town.
According to Lt. Chris Rush, HPD 
routinely receives burglary reports that 
take place in off-campus housing and 
other resident areas throughout the 
holidays. 
He said that students who make 
sure their homes are secure can pre-
vent themselves from becoming crime 
victims. 
“To discourage burglaries, please 
make sure you secure your homes by 
locking your doors and windows when 
you leave,” Rush said in a press release. 
“If you have air conditioners, please 
remove them from the windows. If they 
cannot be removed make sure they are 
securely fastened.” 
He also suggested students let trust-
ed neighbors know that they’re going 
away and ask them to keep an eye on 
their homes. Any individuals planning 
on staying in Harrisonburg are asked 
to keep an eye on their neighborhoods 
and call 911 if there is any suspicious 
activity. 
Other ways that individuals can pre-
vent crime, according to Rush, include 
not leaving attractive items in plain 
sight, to close curtains and shades, set a 
timer on lamps, temporarily stop mail, 
check smoke detectors, and to update 
and let their landowner or neighbor 
know where they can be reached.
IRS scammers obtain 
info through emails
The Harrisonburg Police Depart-
ment has received multiple complaints 
from citizens about getting calls from 
scammers claiming to be the Internal 
Revenue Service and asking for money. 
The IRS is warning the public to be alert 
for telephone scams.
The scammers may sound convinc-
ing by altering the caller ID and using 
fake names. By doing so, they have suc-
cessfully obtained the financial and 
personal information of victims. If 
you don’t answer, they often leave an 
“urgent” callback request.
 Police are encouraging anyone who 
receives these calls to contact the IRS 
immediately and make them aware 
of the scam. They’re also continuous-
ly reminding residents to refrain from 
giving out any personal or financial 
information over the phone, unless they 
know exactly who they’re talking to.  
Public star party gives 
glimpse of the night sky
The John C. Wells Planetarium will 
host a public star party this Friday, 
Nov. 21. at Astronomy Park in front of 
Festival. 
Telescopes are usually set up one 
hour before sunset, and will provide 
event-goers with possible views of the 
Moon, Jupiter, Saturn and more.
In the event of inclement weather or 
poor visibility, a notice will be posted 
by 4 p.m. on Friday to the planetarium’s 
website, Facebook page and Twitter 
account. Saturday has been designat-
ed as the backup day. 
princE gEorgE’s county
National Children’s 
Museum moves to D.C.
 
Just two years after The Nation-
al Children’s Museum moved from 
Washington, D.C. to the National Har-
bor in Prince George’s County, it plans 
to return to the District of Columbia 
next year, according to the Richmond 
Times-Dispatch.
The Museum has received more 
than 250,000 visitors since it opened 
at The National Harbor in December 
2012. However, museum officials say 
the waterfront location has too many 
challenges. It’s too far from the Metro 
and the museum hasn’t been able to 
find affordable space at the harbor to 
expand. 
The board decided that an expansion 
at National Harbor would be unafford-
able. According to museum officials, 
the institution’s new home will be 
closer to a metro station and will have 
plenty of room to expand.
A place to learn
Skyline literacy program offers english courses to advance the lives of local residents
By drEw cranE
The Breeze
Even with the influx of immigrants from all 
across the globe who bring their languages 
with them, English always been the primary 
language in the United States, so most Ameri-
cans haven’t had to assimilate into a language 
that they didn’t grow up speaking. 
But there are towns and cities all across 
America where people don’t speak English 
very well, or at all. Harrisonburg is one of these 
cities. 
According to Harrisonburg City Public 
Schools, as of September 2013, 76 percent of 
non-English speaking students speak Span-
ish. Arabic comes in second with 9 percent, 
followed by Kurdish at 6 percent, Russian with 
3 percent, Otomi with 2 percent, Tigrinya with 
2 percent and the remaining 2 percent is com-
prised of 34 other languages. 
Fortunately for non-English speakers, 
there are resources in the area that they can 
take advantage of to better their language 
education. Skyline Literacy is a nonprofit orga-
nization dedicated to promoting learning and 
literacy, with an emphasis on teaching English 
as a second language to adult learners. 
According to Elizabeth Girvan, the executive 
director of Skyline Literacy, the 34 languages 
present in Harrisonburg, Skyline represents 22 
of those through its learners, along with 44 dif-
ferent countries.
According to the 2013 U.S. Census Bureau 
report, 21.7 percent of Harrisonburg’s popu-
lation speaks a foreign language at home, 
compared to 14.7 percent in the state of 
Virginia.
Harrisonburg is also an official member of 
the Church World Service Refugee Resettle-
ment Program, meaning the city is a common 
destination for refugees from across the globe, 
welcoming people from countries such as 
Ukraine, Thailand, Vietnam, Sudan, Taiwan, 
South Korea, Iraq, Myanmar (Burma), Cen-
tral and South American countries, and many 
more.
“It’s a very culturally diverse group,” Girvan 
said. “In our classes — it’s definitely multi-
cultural. With people coming from different 
countries, they’re bringing in different levels of 
education from the countries they came from.” 
The diverse student population has varying 
levels of proficiency in English.
“For us, we work with people who have zero 
English,” Girvan said. “Because this area is a 
refugee resettlement area, we get people who 
are just newly arrived — who have no English 
at all, all the way to people who do have some 
English-speaking skills.” 
Because of these variations, and since most 
of the learners have jobs and families to con-
sider, Skyline offers several different programs, 
including straightforward English classes, in 
which they simply learn how to speak English, 
and a U.S. citizenship class, which prepares the 
learners for the U.S. Citizenship exam. 
see skylinE, page 4
blair roSeN  / the breeze
sga | Students discuss academic and residential matters
from front
This year, SGA formed a new communications team, 
which attempted to reach out to students via social media 
with graphics and videos, according to Casey.
Many factors could explain why there was a lack of turn-
out. However, Chelsea Jones, an SGA member and freshman 
Spanish and international affairs double major, blamed 
it mostly on the weather. Aaron Brown, SGA’s treasurer 
and senior public policy and administration and political 
science double major, said, “We tried to make this as con-
venient as possible.” 
While some blame the low attendance on the cold, 
others, including Tory Atkins, a sophomore computer 
information systems major and sophomore class president 
who helped at the College of Business meeting, believe 
that students didn’t feel the need to attend SGA’s Town 
Hall Day. 
Atkins believes that this is due to the open communica-
tion within the COB.
She recalled a time when she did a project for one of her 
classes and was able to meet with the dean to discuss her 
issues. 
“There are already good venues within the College of 
Business in which students can easily voice their concerns,” 
Atkins said. 
The low attendance was also seen at the College of Arts 
and Letters meeting, which had five student participants.
Those who participated in the discussion brought up 
concerns and suggestions for how the university could be 
run more smoothly. These topics included the effectiveness 
of academic advisers and if the College of Arts and Letters 
properly prepares students for graduate school.
SGA representatives and supporting faculty replied to these complaints and 
offered solutions. 
The Career and Academic Fair was one topic that fostered much discussion. 
Students at the meeting requested a larger variety of jobs available at the fair, 
saying that most of the companies were in accounting and business fields.
“Career Planning and Placement has lost companies coming here because 
so few people turn up at the career fairs,” David Jeffrey, the dean of the College 
of Arts and Letters, said. “They’re making an effort to attract more companies 
that want either non-specific majors or liberal arts majors.”
Adam Miner, a senator for the College of Arts and Letters and a junior 
political science major, brought up one solution. 
Miner suggested that instead of having a career fair at JMU, the College of 
Arts and Letters could partner with larger universities, such as George Mason 
University, and transport JMU students out to their fairs. 
Despite the low attendance, Ryan Windels, an SGA senator for the Col-
lege of Arts and Letters and University Services committee chair, said that 
the events served as a trial run and believes that the kinks will be worked 
out for similar events in the future.
contact Erin Flynn, Whitney Roberts and 
Morgan Lynch at breezenews@gmail.com.
mark oweN / the breeze
Senior communication sciences and disorders major Glenn Hoy asks SGA representatives and 
David Jeffery, the dean of the College of Arts and Letters, about parking issues.  
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skyliNe | Short-staffed program encourages JMU students to volunteer
from page 3
“They do a lot of English tutoring, one-on-one, group classes,” 
Dale McCoy, a volunteer at Skyline, said. “They try — if possible 
— to separate them by skill level, which is helpful. They’ve tried 
to do that with the citizenship classes as well.”
For the learners who don’t speak any English when they first 
arrive at Skyline, McCoy said that JMU students who speak 
English come in and help out during the early stages. However, 
McCoy knows that Skyline isn’t a university, and doesn’t think 
it needs to be that way.
“The thing that’s nice about Skyline — to me — is that it’s not 
an academic program,” McCoy said. “It’s not structured like a 
school room, or with an academic-type of teacher involved ... 
it’s an individual-based program. If a woman needs to grocery 
shop, and [she] can’t go to the grocery store because [she] can’t 
read ... you can direct everything toward accomplishing that goal 
with [her].”
These classes aren’t always easy for the teachers or the learn-
ers, so the teachers try to make the lessons fun by mixing things 
up. 
“I try to make it interesting,” McCoy said. “There’s a lot of mate-
rial to cover in sort of a limited time frame to cover it, so you can’t 
deviate from it too much. But I do try to bring in facts and fun 
things of interest, a little bit outside of the book.” 
McCoy believes that participation is key and that it allows the 
group to stay together and get through the material. She said 
that if it isn’t fun and interesting, then they won’t come back.
Many of these adult learners need to learn English not for the 
sake of learning it, but for the sake of making a living, as many of 
them have issues finding jobs because of their lack of English-
speaking abilities.
“The English is still limited enough [that] it keeps them from 
maybe getting a better job, or pursuing a past professional career 
that they had,” Girvan said. “So it’s still causing them problems as 
far as really [being] able to develop the life that they want here.”
One learner seeking to better his English is Armando Mancel-
la, a Bridgewater resident originally from Mexico. Mancella has 
lived in Harrisonburg for the last 28 years, and said he never had 
the time to take formal language classes because he was always 
working. But now, Mancella needs to improve his English so he 
can get a promotion at work.
“I work in the roofing business, and I want to learn better Eng-
lish because my boss told me they wanted to give me a better 
position,” Mancella said. “Right now I’m a roofer, but they want 
me to be a foreman, and they want me to run the crew but I need 
to learn more English first.”
Another reason that some learners come to Skyline is to pass 
their U.S. Citizenship Test.
Farris and Thawrah Saado moved to Harrisonburg from the 
Kurdistan region of Iraq and were located here by the refugee 
replacement program. Both Farris and Thawrah have been 
coming to Skyline for the past five years that they’ve lived in 
Harrisonburg — the amount of time a foreigner must live in the 
U.S. to become eligible for citizenship — so they’re getting ready 
to take a crack at the citizenship test. They both agree that Sky-
line has helped them in that regard.
“Before coming here, I only understood ‘A,’ ‘B,’ ‘C’ and ‘D.’” 
Farris said. “Now I understand questions and other writing. 
[Thawrah] doesn’t understand writing, I understand it in Eng-
lish, I can write now.”
Whether it’s for a job or citizenship, Mancella and the Saados 
both agreed that life in America is very difficult without the abil-
ity to speak English.
“It’s hard, very hard,” Thawrah said. “Now, it’s a little bit easier.”
Although most learners don’t return to Skyline after passing 
their test, some come back and do tutoring themselves — a tes-
tament to how much the program has affected their lives. 
Because Skyline is a nonprofit, it relies on volunteers to teach 
the adult learners. 
According to Girvan, there are currently 20 to 25 JMU student 
volunteers.
“[JMU students are] a great resource because we depend on 
volunteers, we don’t have the budget to hire teachers as staff,” 
Girvan said. “ ... Having volunteers just adds to the pool, and 
even here in the office we’re short-staffed.”
 Girvan said that the program depends heavily on community 
donations and support, which includes time and money. Girvan 
estimates that for every hour somebody volunteers in Virginia, 
it’s equivalent to $24 in income.
According to Girvan, last year’s volunteer hours tallied up 
what would have been $125,000 in wages. Caitlin Hill, a junior 
international affairs major, is volunteering at Skyline through 
JMU’s Honors Program.
“I really wanted to do something that’s kind of relevant, like 
helping people from different countries,” Hill said. 
Aside from JMU students, the other volunteers consist of locals 
who used to be teachers, current teachers or those who just want 
to help out, such as McCoy, a Harrisonburg resident who has 
been volunteering at Skyline for the last five years and currently 
teaches the U.S. Citizenship course.
“I’ve worked all my life, and I wanted to do something that was 
important to other people — and helpful,” McCoy said. “This was 
a good program for getting involved with different ethnic groups 
... this community has, like, 72 different ethnicities.”
For those who do volunteer, it’s a very enriching experience.
“I’ve only been with the organization for about a month, but 
just in my short time here it’s been a very rewarding to give 
back,” Hill said. “As a JMU student I haven’t really gone out of 
the bubble until this year, so it was nice to do something very 
meaningful.”
McCoy echoed that sentiment and said that she never leaves 
the office without a smile on her face.
“It’s beyond rewarding to come here,” she said. “These people 
are in this class because they have a goal of becoming citizens 
— they’re very focused on it ... they come right from work, some 
of them don’t even go home to eat, so it’s a big commitment for 
them to come two nights a week for 10 weeks, for two hours of 
intense concentration. It’s very humbling for me to be a part of 
that, to see that commitment.”
coNtact Drew Crane at craneat@dukes.jmu.edu.
“It’s beyond rewarding to come here. 
These people are in this class because 
they have a goal of becoming citizens 
— they’re very focused on it ... they 
come right from work, some of them 
don’t even go home to eat, so it’s a 
big commitment for them to come 
two nights a week for 10 weeks, for 
two hours of intense concentration. 
It’s very humbling for me to be a part 
of that, to see that commitment.” 
Dale Mccoy
Harrisonburg resident and 
Skyline Literacy volunteer
MaTT SchMachTenberg / The breeze
Caitlin Hill, a junior international affairs major and volunteer at Skyline Literacy, helps teach a class on U.S. geography Wednesday night. 
Many learners also take a citizenship class, which prepares them for the U.S. Citizenship Test and betters their chances for a job. 
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“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason 
and humanity over error and oppression.” 
— james madison, 1800
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A “that’s-totally-not-overpriced” dart to the JMU 
ticketing office for charging $40 to watch U.Va. practice 
against us.
From an alumnus who has student loans to pay for, too.
A “read-your-fight-song-shirt” dart to those 
who have been recently calling themselves “Duke 
Dogs.” 
 From an alumnus who loves the Duke Dog, but 
is proud to be a JMU Duke.
An “eat-more-chicken” pat to the women’s basketball 
team for scoring 79 points and getting us free nuggets.
From a chicken-loving transfer.
An “alumni-til-i-die” pat to JMU and its spirit for 
making my wedding to a fellow alumnus full of Duke 
Dog pride. 
From a 2011 alumna who will forever bleed purple and 
gold.
A “Jessica-you-beautiful-naive-sophisticated-
newborn-baby” pat to Jessica Williams for the compliments 
on my “Parks and Recreation” Netflix piece.
From your successor and BFF.
A “you-understand-us” pat to my film professor for 
canceling our movie viewing because it was too cold outside.
From a senior who is appreciative that you realize Netflix 
exists and that it can actually enhance a film class.
darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
dOn’T yOU fOrGET aBOUT ME
Submit darts & Pats over break at breezejmu.org and on Facebook.
It could happen to you
aiSlin KavaldJian |  guest columnist
One student recounts her experience being followed home and explains why stalking is as equal a problem as physical assault
Harrisonburg has recently experi-
enced a concerning spike in reports 
of sexual violence and stalking alle-
gations. Among them are separate 
reports of individuals following 
women home from campus. 
Over the past two months, six dif-
ferent individuals have reported 
incidents, ranging from the mildly 
disturbing — a glance over the shoul-
der and an uncomfortable following 
distance — to the downright danger-
ous, such as an incident involving an 
individual rattling the doorknobs of 
a locked house.
I am one of these six.
In early October, I was walking 
home from campus to my apartment 
at about 4 p.m. on a Thursday. It’s a 
quick walk, maybe 15 minutes. It was 
a sunny, mild day and I’d left my ear-
buds at home on accident, so I was 
walking without music for the first 
time in several weeks.
This turned out to be a really good 
thing.
It was daylight. I was on a crowded 
public street, passing shops, residenc-
es and gas stations within eyesight 
and earshot of other people. But on 
this seemingly typical day, I was fol-
lowed home, chased and stalked to 
my front door.
It’s one thing to notice that some-
one is running after you. It’s another 
thing all together to realize their intent 
isn’t good.
My first thought? I was just 
paranoid. This man was 
behind me and walking 
in the same direction 
I was, no big deal. It was only after I 
took a slight detour to test my theory 
that I found out how wrong I’d been. 
After walking through a different 
apartment complex to get to mine, I’d 
hoped he would go away and I would 
be done with the whole thing. 
Unfortunately, when I ducked out 
of a temporary resting area, I saw the 
man peering out from behind a min-
ivan, waiting to see if I’d 
re-emerge.
I had to race him to 
my door. I’m not sure I’ve 
ever run harder in my life.
When I got inside, I 
slammed and locked the 
door.
I looked out the peep-
hole and watched him 
pace back and forth in 
front of my door, pant-
ing, glancing around; he 
pressed his face almost 
up to the peephole itself. 
I imagined I could hear 
him breathing heavily, 
just inches from my face.
I called the police and 
reported the incident to three very 
serious and helpful officers, who 
mentioned that multiple other inci-
dents had occurred prior to mine. 
Then they left, telling me to keep an 
eye out for other suspicious activity.
I thought it was over, so imagine my 
horror and surprise when three weeks 
later, I read the beginning sentences 
of a JMU Police Department dis-
patch Right to Know email; 
that a man of the same 
description had been reported chas-
ing two other women back to their 
home and rattling the doorknobs of 
their homes. “Oh my God,” I thought. 
“It’s the same guy.”
When I was done speaking to the 
police, I posted on the anonymous 
social media app Yik Yak about my 
experience, including a description of 
the man and the police department’s 
non-emergency num-
ber in an effort to 
anonymously warn 
my fellow Dukes.
The first comment 
I received said, “chill 
out, it’s 4 pm, he was 
probably just walking 
home like you.” The 
second said, “if this 
had really happened, 
you’d have called the 
police, not posted 
about it on Yik Yak.”
Why can’t  I  do 
both?
T h e  c u l t u re  o f 
shame and silence 
perpetuated upon 
sufferers of sexual violence (because 
yes, stalking is a form of sexual vio-
lence) creates a culture of fear in 
which people who’ve been affected 
by these actions are discouraged from 
talking about them. 
It’s an issue of semantics; the 
question shouldn’t be, “Was this girl 
chased?” Instead, it should be, “Who 
chased this girl?”
If the first reaction to 
s o m e o n e  s p r e a d i n g 
awareness about a sexual offend-
er involves blaming the victim 
for being paranoid or overreact-
ing, then the entire community is 
perpetuating sexual violence. By 
expressing disbelief and requiring 
the victim to validate their experi-
ences, we exacerbate the problem 
and allow the predator to be on the 
loose for longer — and teach that 
individual that they won’t be pun-
ished or even caught at all. 
So as a community, it’s our duty 
to take this seriously. We must 
work to understand that even when 
“nothing bad happens,” something 
bad already has. 
It shouldn’t take the rape or death 
of another woman to convince us 
that her fears were well-found-
ed, and we shouldn’t require the 
Hannah Grahams of the world to 
convince us that we should take 
action, especially once it’s already 
too late.
My experience is neither small 
nor unique. But perhaps through the 
engagement of our university com-
munity we can work to change our 
culture from one that ignores sexu-
al violence to one that understands 
it, and above all, works toward a 
future in which everyone can safe-
ly walk home at 4 p.m. on a sunny 
afternoon.
Aislin Kavaldjian is a senior 
political science major. 
Contact Aislin at 
kavaldal@dukes.
jmu.edu.
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STEPHANIE HARRIS |  contributing columnist
The media is awash with dystopian 
storylines, from “The Hunger Games” 
to the “Divergent” series. Now, The CW 
tackles this topic with its new show, 
“The 100.”
 It’s been 97 years since a nuclear 
war wreaked havoc on Earth. The Ark, a 
space station housing the descendants 
of Earth’s last known survivors, is on its 
last leg. In an all-or-nothing effort to 
survive, 100 juvenile delinquents are 
removed from their incarceration and 
sent down to the surface with an ulti-
matum — die upon exposure or pave 
the way for their kin.
 “We’re back, b------.”
 Oh, Octavia, you have no idea.
 Placed back on Earth, the teens 
are faced with dire conditions. They 
have no supplies, no way of contact-
ing those that sent them to the surface, 
no clear leadership and more impor-
tantly, no idea what Earth really has 
in store. 
 Earth isn’t forgiving, and neither 
is the new forceful reign that will rally 
the 100 as they discover that they’re 
not alone.  
 True, like its many post-apocalyptic 
teen-centric counterparts, “The 100” 
does indulge in teen romances. And I 
can’t say the plot is without some gaps 
in information. 
 But what “The 100” succeeds in is 
its representation of human nature. 
The characters represent 12 nations 
and come from different walks of 
life and family backgrounds. The 
characters are not static clichés, but 
instead develop as a result of their 
environment. They face unbelievable 
circumstances and change as they 
learn more about themselves and work 
to protect themselves and one another. 
 Season one is available on Netflix 
for your binge-watching pleasure, and 
season two is currently airing on The 
CW on Wednesdays at 9 p.m.
recommendation 
of the week
Pipeline extension is a bad idea
MICHAEL GARCIA |  food for thought
The Senate made the right decision by rejecting the oil transport system connecting Canada and the US
On Tuesday the U.S. Senate failed by 
one vote to approve the construction of the 
Keystone XL Pipeline, an oil transport line 
that would run from Canada to the U.S. If 
approved, the bill would have been sent to 
the president’s desk. 
This doesn’t mean much in the long run, as 
the Republicans plan on passing the bill once 
they control the Senate in January, which will 
place President Barack Obama in a difficult 
predicament. 
It’s still unclear whether or not the 
president will ultimately approve it, but it’s 
necessary that everyday Americans under-
stand the pros and cons of the pipeline being 
built. This pipeline is the physical embodi-
ment of our unwillingness to forgo the 
arduous road of a carbon-free world that 
replaces fossil fuels with water, wind and 
solar energy. 
The battle over the pipeline has been 
raging for several years, with adamant oppo-
nents on each side. In fact, if you Google 
“Keystone Pipeline,” you’ll find your way to 
a site for the pipeline’s company, TransCan-
ada, while another close link sends you to 
the Sierra Club, an environmental advocacy 
organization that’s opposing the pipeline.
TransCanada is the Canadian company 
that wants to build the proposed 1,179 mile 
pipeline, which would travel from Alberta, 
Canada, to Nebraska. It’s estimated that the 
pipeline would increase its transport capacity 
from 590,000 barrels of oil per day to 830,000.
One of TransCanada’s main arguments is 
that building the pipeline will allow the U.S. 
to wean itself off foreign energy supplies by 
providing the country with a dependable 
energy source. This argument contains some 
merit, as Canada has an estimated oil reserve 
of 170 billion barrels, which would be enough 
to sustain the U.S. for 30 years.
Being mindful of American politics, Trans-
Canada also boasts that the construction of 
the pipeline alone would create 9,000 Ameri-
can jobs and has the potential to directly or 
indirectly support more than 42,000 jobs, 
which will add $172 billion to the U.S. econo-
my by 2035. Yet they fail to acknowledge that 
nearly all of these jobs will dissipate after the 
two-year construction period, as the finished 
pipeline would only need roughly 50 full-time 
employees.
Keenly aware of the environmental aspect 
of their project, TransCanada portrays find-
ings from recent U.S. Department of State 
and Congressional Research Service (CRS) 
reports about the pipeline. 
They largely promote the CRS’ findings that 
found there would only be an increase of 0.06 
percent to 0.3 percent in total greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions in the U.S. Yet in the same 
report, it was found that GHGs emitted from 
mining just the Canadian tar sands would be 
14 to 37 percent higher than from mining for 
conventional crude oil. 
Secondly, the State Department’s report 
acknowledged that there’s a 79 percent 
chance of a spill that’s less than 2,100 gallons 
of oil; but there’s only a 4 percent chance of 
spill greater than 42,000 gallons. These were 
odds deemed acceptable per the report.
Many within the science community have 
condemned the State Department’s report 
and other reports because they don’t include 
the byproduct that’s made, and subsequently 
burned, when the tar sands are processed: 
petroleum coke. 
Petroleum coke, or petcoke, is similar 
to coal in that it can be burned for energy. 
However, it’s considered one of the “dirtiest 
fossil fuels available,” according to Scientific 
American, since it emits at least 30 percent 
more carbon dioxide per ton compared to 
the lowest quality coal. Based off the current 
estimates, Canadian tar sands could produce 
enough petcoke to fuel 111 U.S. coal plants 
until 2050.
Due to its “dirty” quality, petcoke sells on 
average 25 percent less than conventional 
coal, which is appealing for leaders of coun-
tries like China, who bought more than 8.6 
million tons of petcoke between 2011 and 
2012 from the U.S. Therefore, the U.S. com-
pany Oxbow Carbon LLC, the largest global 
petcoke trading company, will no doubt ben-
efit from the creation of the pipeline due to 
increased petcoke productions.  As a result, 
Oxbow was the 13th largest organization that 
funded outside spending groups in the 2012 
elections.
This past October, President Obama 
pledged in front of the international com-
munity that the U.S. will begin reducing its 
carbon footprint. This pledge will be tested 
when this bill comes to his desk. I understand 
the advantages of this project, especially 
when it comes to securing a reliable energy 
source that will allow the U.S. to have a stron-
ger foreign policy. 
However, the project signifies this coun-
try’s inflexibility to face its addiction to fossil 
fuels. The Keystone XL Pipeline is the epit-
ome of kicking the impending energy crisis 
can down the road for future generations to 
deal with. 
Michael Garcia is a public administration 
graduate student. Contact Michael at gar-
ci2ma@dukes.jmu.edu.
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A DAY TO REMEMBER
Local LGBTQ community raises transgender awareness, page 8
More than just a job
School of Art, Design and Art History figure drawing class takes a unique approach to human anatomy
LOREN PROBISH  / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER
Fifth-year studio art major Amy Leeth sketches freshman history major and nude model Nicolette Kline. Leeth focuses on making her figure drawings abstract by adding in her own style.
By ROBYN SMITH
The Breeze
The models wait in the corner wearing bathrobes they 
brought from home to avoid premature exposure of their 
bare bodies. Ken Szmagaj, a professor in the School of Art, 
Design and Art History, gathers his students in a circle with 
metal stools and canvases on easels to go through a peer cri-
tique of the work from their previous class.
Szmagaj originally created the JMU class, figure drawing, 
back in the ’70s.
“The school was pretty traditional back then and small so 
we didn’t really have it,” Szmagaj said. “I was the one who 
started it. It’s a staple in art schools, drawing the figure ... 
Many students take it and many love it.”
Different angles of the posed models are put on display, 
and one of the present models is easily recognizable in the 
portraits. Szmagaj, with all the wisdom of a professor who’s 
been at JMU since 1968, encourages honest comments from 
the rest of the class. Figure drawing meets twice a week from 
1:30 to 5 p.m., and is a requirement for the painting and draw-
ing concentration of the studio art major.
Just as supportive of the models as he is of his students, 
Szmagaj tries to get to know any newcomers and have them 
observe the class before they’re put into the spotlight. Inter-
ested potential models contact a graduate assistant, who 
informs them of the details of the job, before either the grad-
uate assistant or Szmagaj interviews them about any prior 
modeling or dancing experience, and shows them around. 
What makes potential models stand out is their grasp of 
movement and gesture, both of which are integral to posing 
for abstract figure drawing. Body types of all shapes, sizes 
and colors are welcome.
“We have some models that are maybe more skeletal, 
which are good for different types of drawing problems,” 
Szmagaj said. “The harder models to get are muscular males 
for when we study anatomy and muscles. All the varying 
human body types that you can possibly imagine — each 
one is unique and has an application at some point.”
Fifth-year studio art major Amy Leeth is one of five stu-
dents in Szmagaj’s advanced figure drawing class. The 
advanced students are mixed in with beginners, but Szmagaj 
gives them separate, more challenging assignments. He 
teaches them to put their own style into a technical drawing.
“For us, it’s more like, focus on making it more atmospher-
ic and finding patterns and shapes within the body or making 
it more abstract,” Leeth said. “I really enjoyed the assignment 
he gave us to find the shapes and stuff in the body that you 
don’t normally look for but hint that the body is there. They’re 
just really abstract, [incorporating] shadows and stuff that 
you can find on the body without actually drawing the body.”
Szmagaj is Leeth’s adviser, and she has three classes with 
him this semester: figure drawing, experimental drawing 
and an independent study for painting. She commends his 
ability to reflect on the students’ past works in order to help 
them grow.
“In my independent study, I’m working on stuff that has to 
do with ... eating disorders and struggles from my past,” Leeth 
said. “In my experimental drawing class, I just did a piece 
where I painted with wine and it was kind of a comment on 
my dad’s alcoholism. Not to be super kitschy and emotional 
but it just, it helps if you let yourself connect … I think that’s 
what I’ve learned the most, is how to make a thing that we’re 
all drawing, my own, and also make it good at the same time.”
Another advanced figure drawing student, senior studio 
art major Kelly Sheridan, relates to the models and the class 
on a personal level. She works as a nude model for an adult 
figure drawing class at Larkin Arts, an art supplies shop in 
downtown Harrisonburg where both students and local resi-
dents can take classes. She has modeled for about a year.
see FIGURE, page 8
“All the varying human body types 
that you can possibly imagine — 
each one is unique and has an 
application at some point.”
Ken Szmagaj
professor in the School of Art, 
Design and Art History
PRESS | Students learn to make books using vintage lettertype presses
from front
2007, when she got the chance to do an artists’ book resi-
dency at the Women’s Studio Workshop in Rosendale, 
New York. She had sent the application off on a whim 
and forgotten about it, until a large package showed up. 
She found out that she been chosen out of more than 50 
others to make her book by hand.
 “I’m standing by the mailbox going, I have to build 
this?” McCusker said.
But her six-month residency was “just brutal.”She had 
to hand make 70 editions of a book, which was about the 
destruction of prairie land in 
the Midwest. This was a huge 
feat for someone new to book-
making. Then, just a year later, 
she owned two presses and was 
teaching summer classes in her 
studio. 
“Making books by hand and 
letterpress kind of revitalized 
myself,” McCusker said. It’s a 
time consuming process, but 
McCusker believes it makes 
her a better artist. 
Typesetting involves assem-
bling words letter by letter, 
then spacing them with wood 
or lead bars to create a plate. 
Hand type hasn’t changed 
much since the Gutenberg 
Press in the 1400s, and terms such as leading, which refers 
to the actual lead bars used in spacing lines of type, are 
still used in computing today. 
McCusker started in design when the desktop com-
puter was beginning to become popular. Now, she says, 
“We are going back to this type of process so our students 
have balance.” 
“It’s a more engaging experience than just clicking on 
a computer,” she said.
Emily Prause, a senior graphic design major, took 
McCusker’s bookbinding class last semester and was 
hooked.
“The fact that you are physically making the book your-
self and knowing how to do that, I think has just inspired 
me a lot,” Prause said. “[McCusker’s] interest made me 
interested.” 
Prause is now thinking about grad school in 
bookbinding. 
“I tell you, every time I teach letterpress to students, 
it’s like they got to have their own press,” McCusker said.
Some students buy their own press and others work 
in design firms that use presses. Some, such as Meredith 
Pilcher, a senior graphic design major in McCusker’s 
advanced type class, are lucky enough to get hand-me-
downs from old high school teachers.  
“I just came into possession of an etching press,” 
Pilcher excitedly told McCusker after one class.
McCusker was supportive, asking Pilcher about the 
size. Etching presses can be as long as a body but more 
than twice the weight. They’re also expensive, costing any-
where from $400 to more than $2,000.
The art of letterpress has made a comeback in ways 
McCusker would have never 
thought of when she was in 
graduate school. 
“They couldn’t give this stuff 
away years ago, and now one of 
the Vandercook presses, I spent 
$14,000 on,” McCusker said.
McCusker likens this age 
to the English Arts and Craft 
movement of the late 1800s, 
which ran counter to industri-
alization and mass production.
“ The computer  actu -
ally saved letterpress,” she 
explained. “Now a design firm 
can make things on the com-
puter and have them sent off to 
make a plate for their press. It’s 
a win-win situation; they keep 
their technology but bring in the handicraft.” 
McCusker’s book arts minor, which will start offering 
classes in May, will combine several disciplines, such as 
studio art and English. She herself will be teaching many 
of the classes.  
It will be a tough spring semester, moving her 1,000-
pound press and machinery into the Madison Book 
Lab in the studio center on West Grace street, on top 
of teaching design classes and raising 2-year-old twins, 
but McCusker is excited. She’s learning new techniques 
and thinking ahead. Someday she hopes to have a fiber 
garden, where students can grow the raw materials to 
make paper.
“As soon as you get the plate in and the ink hits the 
type for the first time, everyone just ‘oohs,’” she said, 
clamping the cast iron press plates tightly. “Type has 
more personality with letterpress.”  
CONTACT Madelaine Stanley at 
stanlemc@dukes.jmu.edu.
“The computer actually saved 
letterpress. Now a design 
firm can make things on the 
computer and have them sent 
off to make a plate for their 
press. It’s a win-win situation; 
they keep their technology 
but bring in the handicraft.”
Dawn McCusker
professor of graphic design and 
director of new book arts minor
COURTESY OF MADELAINE STANLEY
Professor of graphic design and director of the book arts minor Dawn McCusker in her studio.
1. “Surrender” 
by Team Spirit
5. “Everything’s Gonna Be 
Alright” by Mike Mains 
and the Branches
10. “The Sunlight” 
by New Build
8. “Loop De Li” by 
Bryan Ferry
9. “You and Me” 
by You + Me
3. “Top Notch” by 
Manchester Orchestra 
(Hope)
2. “Put Your Number In 
My Phone” by Ariel Pink




4. “Snow in Newark” 
Ryan Hemsworth
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FIGURE  | JMU students get paid $12 per hour to model nude for class
from page 7
“… I like it because I understand both sides,” 
Sheridan said. “I understand that it’s hard on the 
model and also on the artist. I understand what 
poses are good because I draw them too. So, that’s 
rewarding. The money is pretty nice too.”
Sheridan makes $24 for each two-hour class at 
Larkin. JMU models make $12 an hour.
When it’s time for them to pose, the models, 
one male and one female, lay across a multi-pat-
terned, improvised backdrop. The male model, 
sophomore finance major Shiv Shah, has taken 
on an uncomfortable-looking position. Szmagaj, 
after voicing concern, places a pillow under 
Shah’s head. The drawing begins.
Nicolette Kline, a freshman history major, 
became a model after she heard about the oppor-
tunity — and pay — from a friend. She holds 
poses for about 30 minutes at a time, displaying 
whatever Szmagaj wants his students to focus on 
for that specific class. As a relatively new model 
with only four weeks of experience, Kline admits 
the process was different from what she expected.
“At first I thought it was an easy job, but then 
getting into doing this, it’s not as easy as it seems, 
I would say,” Kline said. “The amount of time [is 
the most challenging aspect of the job] because 
literally I’m just laying, standing or in a pose for 
like 45 minutes straight. There’s nothing I can do; 
I’m just so bored and I can’t listen to music.”
Kline also works out five times a week and uses 
modeling as a motivation to stay in shape. During 
breaks, she enjoys looking at the art the students 
have created. Since she began modeling, Kline 
has become more comfortable being vulnerable 
in public.
“It’s helped me a lot with public speaking, 
because I’m in a communications class [where 
we have to give speeches],” Kline said. That’s just 
all I think about when I’m about to give a speech: 
‘I’ve been through worse. I’m naked in front of 
20 people. I think I can handle a five-minute 
speech.’”
It’s Shah’s second time modeling for the class. 
Since he began, Shah has grown a better appre-
ciation for the objective nature of figure drawing.
“It’s pretty cool how everyone gets to look at 
you as a piece of art,” Shah said. “Normally your 
day-to-day life is very subjective; everyone’s opin-
ions [affect you personally.] In this, you’re just an 
object and that’s pretty cool.”
Szmagaj confirmed that the class takes a more 
objective approach to a sensitive subject.
“The idea of it is, more experienced drawing 
and drawing a challenging subject, one that has 
inner structure as opposed to rendering surfaces,” 
Szmagaj said. “It gets you into the nature of con-
structing, building and understanding.”
CONTACT Robyn Smith at 
breezearts@gmail.com.
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Nude models Shiv Shah, a sophomore finance major (left), and Nicolette Kline, a freshman history major, 
pose for students in figure drawing. They must hold still for about 30-minute periods in various angles.
‘Four’th 
time is not 
the charm
One Direction’s new album doesn’t 
live up to their past work
By EMMY FREEDMAN
The Breeze
One Direction released their new album, “Four,” this Monday. 
Did you know that?
Because I sure didn’t, until the release date was actually upon 
me. In the past couple of years, One Direction has released three 
other albums, and if you weren’t reminded of their upcoming 
release every day for at least a month leading up to the actual 
release date, then my only explanation is that you were living under 
a rock. But this time was different.
This time around, there were no catchy, 
early-released singles such as “What Makes 
You Beautiful,” “Story of My Life” or “Live 
While We’re Young” peppering my eardrums 
and constantly being played on Top 40 
radio stations, but that’s not to say they 
didn’t release any singles. They did. In fact, 
it seemed like nearly half of their album was 
released on iTunes before the formal release date, including “Steal 
My Girl,” which is presumably their catchiest song on the 16-track 
album. But “Four” is falling a little flat.
Seeming to reiterate this change is the fact that One Direction 
has only one song in the top 10 on iTunes right now, and it’s 10th. 
For reference, Taylor Swift, whose album came out nearly a month 
ago, has two songs ranked above One Direction’s. I’m not saying 
that iTunes charts are the single defining factor of a band’s success, 
but in One Direction’s case, their chart-topping songs are typically 
the model tunes for the entire album. Their singles that usually 
roam the airwaves for months reflect the cutesy lyrics and pop 
beats that are present in nearly every song on their albums. One 
Direction’s success is based on their ability to produce the world’s 
catchiest songs that burrow into everyone’s ears like insects — 
whether they’re welcome there or not.
So, for One Direction to not have a single song on “Four” to reach 
that level of “bugginess” is a huge blow. But it’s not that surprising 
that none of their songs have reached the usual level of fandom 
yet. There just aren’t that many great songs on this album. “Steal 
My Girl” is a nice light opening to the album and “Fireproof” has 
a surprisingly Fleetwood Mac-like chorus. “Stockholm Syndrome” 
has a good beat and “Where Do Broken Hearts Go” is fun, peppy 
and could easily be mistaken for one of their earlier songs. The best 
song on “Four” is probably “18” and c’mon it was written by Ed 
Sheeran so that’s not too surprising. 
But, all in all, this album isn’t that exciting. After listening to it 
several times, not a single track sticks out. But fear not, diehard 
fans. The album is surely just a blip in what will probably be a very 
long career for the boys. It’s worth remembering that *NSYNC 
only put out three albums, the Backstreet Boys had four, and 
The Wanted just broke up. So, with hope, this album will mark 
a transitional period in the band’s career between boyhood and 
adulthood, and what follows are songs that won’t need the catchy 
hooks of the past, because they’ll be meaty compositions that 
withstand the test of time.
Emmy Freedman is a sophomore media arts and design major. 
Contact Emmy at freedmee@dukes.jmu.edu.
the order is band - song title.
Rancid - Collision Course
Bryan Ferry - Loop De Li
You+Me - You and Me
New Build - The Sunlight
By YASMINE MAGGIO
contributing writer
Within recent years, the lesbi-
an, gay, bisexual, transgender and 
queer  (LGBTQ) community has 
increasingly gained attention and 
support. However, the T, which 
stands for transgender, is oftentimes 
overlooked. 
Today marks the national Trans-
gender Day of Remembrance, a 
day that meant to honor those who 
were killed due to transgender hate 
crimes and prejudice. It originally 
came about to honor Rita Hester, a 
transgender woman whose murder 
in 1998 remains unsolved.
“We do Transgender Day of 
Remembrance every year,” Kimber-
ly Johnson, a graduate assistant in 
JMU’s LGBT & Ally Education Pro-
gram, said. “Not only does it honor 
those lives lost, but it also brings 
awareness to the fact that trans* peo-
ple are disproportionately likely to 
experience violence or hate because 
of how they identify themselves.” 
This whole week, many activists in 
the JMU and Harrisonburg commu-
nity have advocated for transgender 
awareness through events such as 
vigils and speakers. However, few 
students are aware that the LGBTQ 
community reaches beyond campus 
boundaries.
In a collaboration between 
LGBTQ group Southerners On New 
Ground (SONG) and the Old Fur-
nace Artist Residency (OFAR), the 
We Are Here project was created to 
provide a voice, face, and name for 
the local LGBTQ community. 
The project was brought togeth-
er by Hermelinda Cortés of SONG, 
Jon Henry of OFAR and Christian 
Parks, a senior at Eastern Menno-
nite University. The project officially 
started in Harrisonburg, Rocking-
ham and Augusta counties this past 
September.
“It has been in the process for the 
past two years,” Cortés said. “Folks 
in the community felt strongly that 
we needed an LGBTQ group outside 
of JMU in order to provide a space 
where others in the community feel 
comfortable speaking out.”
This year, We Are Here has taken a 
hand in advocating for Transgender 
Awareness Week. They’re screening 
the film “Pay It No Mind: The Life 
& Times of Marsha P. Johnson,” a 
documentary that remembers one 
of the great transgender women of 
color of our time, at 7 p.m. this Fri-
day at the Old Artist Residency in 
Harrisonburg.
“Our target audience is people 
who want to engage in conversations 
beyond just gay marriage,” Cortés 
said. “We are concerned with issues 
across age, race and culture, includ-
ing matters such as violence, racism 
and poverty.”
Cortés highlighted the lack of sup-
port there can be for transgenders in 
the large-scale LGBTQ community.
“It is important to reach out 
to a younger audience, but JMU 
shouldn’t be the dominant focus,” 
Cortés said. “There are so many 
other people in the community. 
There wasn’t a place outside JMU 
for people to go, until now.”
At this year’s Transgender Day of 
Remembrance Vigil last night in the 
Festival ballroom, hosted by LGBT 
& Ally Education Program alongside 
Madison Equality, award-winning 
performer and highly acclaimed 
diversity speaker Scott Turner Scho-
field was able to share stories and 
insights on the lived experience of 
being trans* and what it means to 
him to be transgender in a world 
that does not always accept trans* 
people.
“Events like these can be power-
ful, moving and eye-opening for a 
lot of people who don’t necessarily 
know a lot about the trans* identity 
and experience,” Johnson said. “A lot 
of the times in mainstream queer 
rights movements, we tend to leave 
behind trans* people for the benefit 
of the LGB people, but it’s impor-
tant to move forward together as a 
community and not leave anyone 
behind.”
The LGBT & Ally Education Pro-
gram at JMU prides itself on being 
able to host several of programs 
throughout the year to bring edu-
cation and awareness to students 
on campus.
“It’s definitely important to pro-
mote events like this on a college 
campus,” Johnson said. “This is real-
ly the age when people start to learn 
about things like gender identity, 
and some people start to question 
it. We want to show them that they 
have a community that supports 
them.”
While students at JMU do have 
these means of open discussion of 
LGBTQ issues, the We Are Here proj-
ect is an opportunity for students to 
take the conversation to the next 
level, on a more broad scale.
“I think it’s important that JMU 
students engage in these types 
of conversation within the Harri-
sonburg community,” Esther Yoo, 
sophomore international affairs 
major, said. “We need to be able to 
make an impact beyond just our 
campus.”
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Niall Horan (left), Harry Styles, Zayn Malik, Liam Payne and 
Louis Tomlinson of One Direction perform at the Target Center in 
Minneapolis, Minn. in 2013.
Scott Turner Schofield delivers a speech about transgender issues at the Transgender Day of Rememberance Vigil on Wednesday night.
“Events like these can 
be powerful, moving 
and eye-opening for a 
lot of people who don’t 
necessarily know a lot 
about the trans* identity 
and experience.”
Kimberly Johnson
graduate assistant in 
JMU’s LGBT & Ally 
Education Program
A new alphabet
Transgender Day of Remembrance activities reaching beyond campus
album review
By richie Bozek 
The Breeze 
JMU is coming off a decisive victory against 
rival University of Richmond last weekend, 
defeating the then-No. 14-ranked Spiders 55-20. 
The Dukes return to Harrisonburg on Saturday 
to close out the regular season against Elon 
University. As we look forward to Saturday after-
noon’s contest at Bridgeforth Stadium, here are 
a few of the top storylines in this week’s edition 
of Four Downs of the Week.
1. Sun sets on regular season
The Dukes enter the season finale on a six-
game win streak. JMU currently sits in third 
place in the Colonial Athletic Association stand-
ings with an 8-3 overall record, 5-2 in the CAA.
“It would be big to get a seventh straight win, 
not just because it’s the seventh, but because it’s 
senior night,” redshirt junior quarterback Vad 
Lee said. “It’s these seniors’ last regular season 
game playing in this beautiful stadium that we 
have. We want to have some momentum going 
in to what we’re going in to.” 
Prior to last weekend’s matchup against 
Richmond, JMU found itself in the Football 
Championship Subdivision national rankings 
for the first time since November 2013, check-
ing in at No. 25. After defeating the Spiders, 
the Dukes climbed up in the polls. JMU is now 
ranked No. 17 in The Sports Network’s FCS Top 
25 poll, and No. 22 in the FCS Coaches’ Poll.
According to JMU Athletics, there are current-
ly 33 teams alive hoping to receive an at-large 
FCS playoff bid. One of the 13 at-large FCS 
playoff berths looks like a high possibility for 
JMU after last weekend, and another win this 
week would just add to the resume. However, 
a loss doesn’t necessarily hurt their position. 
JMU needs to rely on an at-large spot — it’s no 
longer a possibility for the Dukes to win the con-
ference and receive an automatic qualification 
for the playoff.
Elon University is also carrying an ongoing 
streak in its back pocket — an eight-game losing 
streak. The Phoenix will travel to Harrisonburg 
still searching for their first CAA win of the year, 
holding on to a 1-10 overall record this season, 
0-7 against CAA opponents. The Phoenix’s lone 
win came their third game of the season in a 
20-13 victory over the University of North Caro-
lina at Charlotte.
2. Halftime adjustments 
JMU kept its opponents off the scoreboard 
in the second half in its last two games against 
Richmond and Stony Brook University.
The Dukes’ defense attributes this to being 
able to make adjustments at halftime and com-
ing out to execute.
“Our coaches do a great job at figuring out 
what the opposing offense is doing against us, 
and help us adjust to what we think will be the 
best fit to help us be successful,” senior safety 
Dean Marlowe said.
The Dukes’ defense had to switch things up 
even more than usual against Richmond.
With less than a minute left to play in the first 
half last weekend, Marlowe and fellow start-
ing safety freshman Aaron Peak were ejected 
for targeting on back-to-back plays. The Dukes 
entered the second half of the game with a new 
look in the secondary, as redshirt freshman Jor-
dan Brown and freshman Marcell Johnson filled 
in for the starters.
“[Jordan] did a good job of going in there and 
taking the place,” Marlowe said. “Marcell did a 
good job, he came in unexpectedly and he did 
well. I’m proud of him for that.”
This Saturday, the Dukes’ task is shutting 
down Elon’s offense, which is ranked 10th in 
the CAA, averaging about 293.6 offensive yards 
per game.
The Dukes’ primary focus on defense all 
season has been putting a halt to their oppo-
nent’s run game. This objective should be less of 
a burden this Saturday. Elon’s run offense aver-
ages only about 79.5 yards a game, the worst in 
the CAA.
Elon’s passing game, led by senior quarter-
back Mike Quinn, has had a bit more success, 
averaging about 214.1 yards a game. How-
ever, the Phoenix’s offense only scores about 
12.9 points a game, the second to worst in the 
conference.
3. The motto
“Every play is a take away” — the motto this 
season for JMU’s defense.
“If it’s a run you can always strip them, if it’s 
a pass it can also be intercepted,” Marlowe said. 
“That’s what we try to go by every day.”
The Dukes certainly lived by the motto last 
weekend against Richmond, especially redshirt-
sophomore cornerback Taylor Reynolds.
As a defense, the Dukes forced five turnovers. 
Reynolds was involved in four of those, picking 
off two passes — returning both interceptions 
for touchdowns — and forcing two fumbles.
“Taylor having that big game just brings us 
more momentum on the defensive side and 
makes us want to keep winning,” Marlowe said.
Reynolds was awarded CAA Defensive Play-
er of the Week for his performance against 
Richmond.
Marlowe, Reynolds and the rest of the defense 
will look to carry that momentum and bring the 
same tenacity in forcing turnovers against Elon. 
However, Elon has been more protective of 
the ball than Richmond, who has turned the ball 
over the most in the conference (33). Elon has 
only 17 turnovers this season. 
As a defense, the Dukes have forced their 
opponents to turn the ball over 21 times.
4. Finding the run
Richmond held JMU to only 93 net yards rush-
ing last weekend, though they average 216.1 
rushing yards per game, which is second in the 
CAA. The running game has been a cornerstone 
of JMU’s offense all sesaon, so the Dukes will 
work to establish it once again this weekend 
against Elon.
Elon’s run defense is ranked No. 11 in the 
CAA, allowing its opponents about 202.5 yards 
per game on the ground.
“Elon, despite their record, they do a lot of 
good things [on defense] so we definitely want to 
get the run game going this weekend,” Lee said.
However, when the Dukes aren’t able to get 
the run going, they have shown time and time 
again that they can move the ball through the air 
as well. This was case last weekend.
Lee threw for 433 yards, setting a few different 
JMU records along the way.
Earlier this week, Lee was added to the Wal-
ter Payton Award watch list. The Walter Payton 
Award is an annual, national award established 
by The Sports Network that’s presented to the 
most outstanding player at the FCS level.
At one point in last weekend’s game, Lee 
made a brief trip to the locker room to have his 
shoulder checked out. Postgame, he said his 
shoulder has been bothering him, but it’s just a 
result of it getting deeper into the season.
At Tuesday’s practice, Lee was not throwing 
the ball and was limited to only running plays.
Both Lee and head coach Everett Withers said 
this was only a precaution.
Freshman running back John Miller left last 
Saturday’s game with what appeared to be an 
arm injury. Withers said Miller has a bruised 
elbow and although he was not practicing Tues-
day, he should be out there against Elon.
Kickoff on Saturday against the Phoenix is at 
12 p.m. at Bridgeforth Stadium.
contact Richie Bozek at 
breezesports@gmail.com.
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DukeS on a roll
read a Q-and-a with senior center lauren okafor, the 
colonial athletic association’s women’s basketball 
Player of the Week, at breezejmu.org/sports. 
VolleyBall (16-13) 
‘We expect to win’ 
Team hopeful before Caa tournament quarterfinal game against Towson on Friday
By meghan malloy 
contributing writer 
After claiming a spot in the tournament 
two weeks ago, the JMU women’s volleyball 
team has high hopes for their game against 
Towson University in the quarterfinals of 
the Colonial Athletic Association tourna-
ment on Friday. 
The tournament is hosted by the top-
seeded College of Charleston in Charleston, 
South Carolina. The winner gets an auto-
matic bid to the NCAA tournament. JMU 
lost to Towson twice in the regular season, 
first 3-0 at Towson on Oct. 10 and then 3-2 
at home on Nov. 8. 
But instead of letting those losses drain 
the team’s confidence, junior setter Sarah 
Patterson sees each defeat as an opportu-
nity to play better when it matters most. 
“We kind of know [Towson’s] tenden-
cies,” Patterson said. “We’re working really 
hard on defending their outsides and we 
know what their hitters like to hit.” 
Towson, whose record in the conference 
is 13-3, doesn’t look to be an easy hurdle 
to jump. JMU head coach Lauren Stein-
brecher expects the Tigers to be fierce and 
competitive. 
“I’m expecting them to play their best 
and to bring it,” Steinbrecher said. 
The Dukes, who are 8-8 in CAA play, will 
also have to “bring it” if they want to ensure 
success. 
Steinbrecher said there are specific 
things that the team is working on before 
Friday’s game, and according to both Stein-
brecher and Patterson, serving is one of 
them. 
“Because if we can get them out of sys-
tem, then they can’t run their fast offense 
that they like to run,” Patterson said. “We’ve 
worked really hard on pressing over and 
making sure we have good set-ups.” 
Consistency is also something the Dukes 
have struggled with over the course of the 
season. JMU, at 16-13 overall, has had trou-
ble finding rhythm. 
“I feel like every game this season has 
been weird,” Steinbrecher said. 
Despite their perceived lack of con-
sistency, the Dukes know they have to 
overcome those issues when a victory is 
the only way to ensure another game in 
the tournament.  
“I think we’re a really great team when 
we want to be, but I think we still lack that 
consistency a little bit,” senior middle 
blocker Lizzy Briones said. “But it’s tour-
nament time so we have to make sure we’re 
on it every single point, every play.” 
Now, as the season comes to a close, Bri-
ones thinks the Dukes are finally finding 
their niche. 
“I think we’ve been building up toward 
the end of the season, building the momen-
tum, and getting better as the season has 
gone on,” Briones said.
 Despite being seeded sixth, the team 
is confident about their upcoming game 
and prospects for the program’s first CAA 
championship since 2000.
The Dukes will also welcome freshman 
defensive specialist Taylor Austin back 
to the court on Friday. Austin had big 
performances earlier this month with a 
match-high 21 digs against Northeastern 
University on Nov. 10 and a career-high 24 
digs against Elon University on Nov. 2. She 
didn’t play in JMU’s last game against Tow-
son, but will be a key player in this Friday’s 
decisive game.  Patterson said it’s exciting 
to have Austin back. 
If the Dukes do in fact beat Towson, they 
then will play number No. 2 Hofstra Uni-
versity in the semifinals of the tournament 
on Saturday. 
Hofstra, like others in the CAA, is play-
ing exceptionally well. The Pride are 26-5 
overall and 13-3 in the CAA. They’re win-
ners of four of their last five games leading 
up to the tournament. 
 “The conference is way better than it’s 
ever been,” Steinbrecher said. “It’s really 
competitive, but we expect to win it all.” 
Win or lose, the Dukes are looking 
forward to the weekend. In last year’s 
CAA tournament quarterfinals, then-No. 
5-seeded Hofstra ousted then-No 4-seed-
ed JMU. The Dukes have logged countless 
hours in the gym and are looking for more 
this time around. 
“We’re really excited to just come 
together and work really hard in our last 
weekend,” Patterson said. 
contact Meghan Malloy at 
malloyme@dukes.jmu.edu. Head coach Lauren Steinbrecher addresses the volleyball team during practice on Tuesday. 
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FootBall (8-3) 
Finale set against struggling Elon
JMU to wrap up regular season at home on Saturday with a possible playoff berth on the horizon
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JMU plagued by injuries
Men’s BasketBall (2-1)
Dukes working with a short-handed rotation while key players are healing
By stephen proffitt
The Breeze
Matt Brady got a piece of his team’s motor back 
at the first media timeout last night against Long-
wood University. A slimmed Tom Vodanovich 
checked in for the first time this season. He’s a 
well-rounded part to this motor, which has been 
historically unhealthy. 
Brady, currently in his seventh season in Har-
risonburg, is far too familiar with the unfortunate 
luck injuries can bear on a roster.
“It plays an irreplaceable part on being success-
ful,” Brady said of luck. “That being said, no matter 
the events, you still play the games.” 
Vodanovich wasn’t injured, rather suspended. 
He returned against the Lancers following his two-
game suspension for an off-campus altercation 
with teammate Andre Nation in October. 
“I think [Vodanovich] knows he made a fool-
ish decision,” Brady said. “I think that’s his focus, 
school work and basketball. I’m hopeful that this 
… suspension helped prioritize the things that are 
important when you’re in college.” 
“I think he knows he made a foolish decision,” 
Brady said. “I think that’s his focus, school work 
and basketball. I’m hopeful that this … suspen-
sion helped prioritize the things that are important 
when you’re in college.” 
In his freshman season, Vodanovich played in 
31 games, starting 14. He was quickly touted for his 
aggressive prowess on the defensive end of the ball. 
He averaged 4.1 points and rebounds per game last 
season. The numbers don’t reflect his intangible 
qualities. 
“The thing that we’re counting on is to do those 
types of things, rebound the ball at both ends,” 
Brady said. “We don’t need him to be a scorer so 
to speak.”
Vodanovich, a New Zealand native, is poised 
to make a difference in his return. On Wednes-
day, Vodanovich scored 11 points and grabbed 
six rebounds in 18 minutes off the bench in JMU’s 
82-60 win over Longwood.
“Certainly it’s going to our depth in the front 
court,” Brady said. “Tom is a guy that’s always had 
an energetic defensive disposition.”
His return comes at a crucial junction in relation 
to roster depth. Through two games this season, 
the Dukes’ injury report resembles a team midway 
through conference play. 
Just over five minutes into the second half on 
Monday’s game against Radford University, Hari 
Hall was helped off the court and onto the end of 
the JMU bench. Athletic trainer Cal Hall removed 
Hall’s right shoe, revealing an already taped ankle. 
The freshman forward’s face sank into his No. 25 
jersey.
“Whenever you see one of your brother’s go 
down it’s tough,” junior guard Ron Curry said 
postgame. “[It] just means someone else is going 
to have to step up.”
Brady said over the phone Tuesday that it’s a 
“mild sprain, with a little bit of swelling.” He added 
that Hall will attend physical therapy this week and 
they’re optimistic for a Monday return. Hall’s per-
formance had been notable up until his injury, 
as he had recorded 23 points in 35 minutes this 
season.  
A Monday return is also hopeful for freshman 
guard Joey McLean, who did not dress out for 
the game against Radford. Instead, he sported a 
boot on his left foot. Brady said he was battling a 
“stress reaction” and that the boot was to monitor 
the pressure applied to the foot. 
“I do think when we get everybody back, there’s 
a lot of different ways we can play,” Brady said. 
“We’d like to be disruptive.”
Having “everyone back” or “everybody healthy” 
has become an all too commonplace saying for 
Brady in his JMU tenure. 
Early in 2012, Julius Wells was sidelined for the 
remainder of the season as he learned of a viral 
infection near his heart. Andrey Semenov, one of 
the best shooters to grace JMU, according to Brady, 
battled major injuries throughout his six, yes six 
seasons, including groin issues. Devon Moore, 
JMU’s all-time assist leader (502) also amount-
ed injuries during his career altering Brady’s 
approach. 
 “It certainly changes our approach to our team 
and our season,” Brady said of injuries. “It certainly 
has an impact of what we can do on both ends of 
the court.” 
With Vodanovich’s return and the current 
injuries, Brady is dancing with a seven or eight-
man rotation, depending on redshirt sophomore 
Dimitrije Cabarkapa’s floor time.
“You have to adapt and overcome all these 
issues, making the most of them,” Brady said.
Freshmen forward Matt Risse and guard Dante 
Sterling, along with redshirt sophomore guard 
Shawn Wilborne have not seen any time this sea-
son, but are available if needed. Brady has not 
discussed redshirts with either of the aforemen-
tioned freshmen. Wilborne is a walk-on. 
As injuries will forever live as a constant athletic 
nightmare, Brady could use some relief from the 
stress. 
“I wouldn’t wish it on anybody else, that’s what 
I would say,” Brady said.
ContaCt Stephen Proffitt at 
proffittjs@gmail.com.
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Sophomore forward Tom Vodanovich returned to the court last night after being suspended two games.
soCCer | Martin: ‘We still feel like we have a chip on our shoulder’
from front
and its first since 2001.
JMU will now travel to play the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill today at 7 p.m. in the first round of the NCAA 
tournament. It’s the team’s first NCAA tournament appearance 
since 2011. 
The sudden success is a surprise even to the players, who are 
still coming to terms with their squad’s unprecedented postsea-
son run and how it came to fruition. 
“I don’t know,” redshirt sophomore midfielder Connor Cow-
ard said. “Something happened where we just came together 
as a team and everybody wanted to fight. I think we wanted to 
help our seniors get that ring that they’ve been searching for 
[this] whole time.
Some of the team’s more seasoned players had a clearer stance 
on how they’ve manufactured their streak. 
“Going into the postseason, we knew what we wanted,” red-
shirt senior forward Jamal Umar said. “We’d played a lot of these 
teams before, knew exactly how to play against them and we 
really had nothing to lose at all.” 
But hard work and sheer will weren’t the only causes of the 
Dukes’ success. The ability to maintain a stable roster helped 
catalyze the recent upswing. It was something that had eluded 
JMU all year. 
“The last three games we played we’ve been able to put the 
same lineup on the field back-to-back-to-back,” Martin said. 
“That says a lot in terms of understanding each other and hav-
ing continuity and [developing] a good rhythm.”
The stars may have finally aligned for the Dukes, which is 
convenient since they now face their steepest challenge of the 
season against UNC.  There’s no veil disguising what kind of game 
awaits Martin and his squad Thursday, who are knowledgeable 
about what UNC brings to the table. 
“[UNC has] very technical, smart, well-coached players,” Cow-
ard said. “Just [an] all-around good team.”
UNC is a perennial power that has qualified for the NCAA 
tournament 20 times in school history, was a runner-up twice 
and even won the title back in 2011. Up to this point in the 2014 
season, the Tar Heels have scored 47 goals and given up just 
20, making them a force in both halves of the field. But there’s 
a chance that red-hot JMU could catch UNC in a lull. The Tar 
Heels haven’t played since losing the ACC championship game 
to Louisville on Nov. 8. 
Umar, who was  part of the JMU team that defeated then-No. 1 
ranked UNC 1-0 in Sept. 2012, offered his own thoughts on how 
to wrangle the Tar Heels. 
“To be a championship team it starts out with defense,” Umar 
said. “If you have a solid defense then you can build [from] there 
and, worst case, if you’re not conceding goals then you can tie 
the match and take it to penalty kicks.”
Redshirt sophomore goalkeeper Kyle Morton has no qualms 
with that philosophy. Morton has been one of the biggest ben-
eficiaries of the consistent lineup. 
“Over the course of the season we’ve had so many different 
guys in our back four and its been tough to really gain an under-
standing [without] everybody together,” Morton said. “But the 
last [couple of ] games we’ve had the same back four, so now 
we’re really starting to click.” 
And since the team began its postseason winning streak, 
Coward has assumed the role of offensive nucleus, scoring two 
goals and adding an assist in the tournament. 
“I’ve created some movement up top and became a good 
physical presence for my teammates,” Coward said. “They just 
constantly have faith in me and kept feeding me the ball, [so] 
that helped out a lot.”
The UNC game will mark the fourth consecutive match that 
JMU has entered as underdogs. However, the Dukes remain 
unfazed by the task at hand as they continue to fill their dark 
horse position. 
“We still feel like we have a chip on our shoulder just cause 
nobody ever gave us a chance,” Morton said. “We were predicted 
[to finish] 9th in CAA [but] ended up winning [and] we’re not 
seeded in the NCAA tournament either, so it’ll turn out good 
either way.”
Though the game will mark JMU’s first NCAA tournament 
match in three years, the Dukes don’t think their absence from 
the tournament will lead to poor play. 
“Dealing with the big atmosphere and high stakes is something 
that we look forward to as program,” Martin said. “Whether you 
play good or bad is irrelevant — you strive to play on that stage, 
that’s the carrot out there.”
And the carrot is still within reach for the Dukes as long they 
don’t forget the team’s three tenets, especially the last one. 
“We’re still playing so we’ll definitely enjoy it,” Martin said. 
“There’s too much you sacrifice when playing soccer in terms of trav-
el, practices and general commitment. You have to buy in to what 
you’re doing, and you have to enjoy it. They’ve definitely done that.” 
   
ContaCt Matt Delaney at delanemw@dukes.jmu.edu.
playoffs | Student tickets for first-round home game would be free
from front
revenue potential, attendance history and potential, the team’s per-
formance that season and student athlete well-being in regards to 
travel and missed class time. 
Bourne said the range of money put up in the bids can vary. 
JMU’s potential first-round home game would be played on Nov. 
29, the Saturday after Thanksgiving. According to Bourne, with the 
challenges presented for getting people in the stadium right after 
the holiday, it’s fair to say that the bids are lower in the first round 
than in later rounds. 
The last time JMU made the playoffs in 2011, the school was out-
bid in its attempt to hold a home game and had to travel to play 
Eastern Kentucky University. According to information provided 
to the Daily News-Record through a Freedom of Information Act 
request in 2011, JMU bid $46,768.50 that year. 
The minimum bid actually increases in the later rounds, from 
$30,000 in the first to $40,000 in the second, $50,000 in the national 
quarterfinals and $60,000 in the national semifinals. The champi-
onship game is played on a neutral field in Frisco, Texas. 
Bourne emphasized that the financial bid is the last thing that 
happens in the process, and that it doesn’t play any part in decid-
ing who makes the 24-team field. 
“That was an issue that we had issues with last year at a national 
level,” Bourne said. “I would anticipate that there’s probably not a 
clear understanding of that across the board.” 
After the committee has selected the top seeds and the at-large 
teams, it pairs schools geographically for the first round. Then, 
finally, the financial bids are opened to help determine which of 
the teams in the pairings will get to host. 
JMU is already pre-selling first round playoff tickets to prepare 
for the potential home game on Nov. 29. Student tickets will be free 
and can be reserved online, just like a regular season home game. 
Student guest tickets are $10. 
The NCAA doesn’t allow host institutions to offer complimentary 
tickets. But there’s no minimum ticket price for first-round games. 
According to to Michael Carpenter, the assistant athletics direc-
tor for ticketing and customer relations, JMU athletics is sponsoring 
any and all of the student tickets in the first round. JMU hasn’t set 
an exact price for the tickets and won’t know what the final cost is 
until all of the tickets are reserved. Students tickets for any subse-
quent rounds would be $10. 
JMU is trying to sell as many tickets as possible, and if the Dukes 
end up without a home game, the ticket orders will be refunded. 
As of Wednesday morning, Carpenter said about 1,500 tickets had 
been sold, including 250 student ticket reservations. 
“We’ll take as many tickets as we can get,” Carpenter said. “We 
aren’t expecting a sold-out crowd for that game, they’ll have a good 
crowd, but we don’t expect [the] first round game to sell out.” 
If JMU hosts a game that day, student dorms will open at noon 
on that Saturday and dining halls will open as well. Carpenter said 
that he expects up to 5,000 students to attend.
Weeks of research go into deciding that final field. Eleven teams 
automatically make the field by winning their conference titles. In 
the Colonial Athletic Association, the University of New Hampshire 
is guaranteed at least a share of the title this season with a 7-0 record 
in conference, and can win it outright by beating the University of 
Maine on Saturday. 
Each week of the regular season, four FCS regional advisory 
committees — a central region, east region, south region and west 
region — watch games, and the information they observe eventual-
ly makes it back to all 11 people on the national selection committee 
through a regional representative. 
Each regional committee is made up of two athletic directors 
from FCS conferences in that region. The national committee 
includes one athletic director from a school in each of the 11 
conferences with automatic bids. 
The process repeats each week of the regular season before the 
final Saturday of the season, which is this weekend. This Saturday, 
the selection committee will meet in Indianapolis to put together 
the 24-team bracket. 
“That’s when it culminates, and all their information is consoli-
dated after a fairly heavy analysis and breakdown that evening of 
at-large teams that are under consideration for making the play-
offs,” Bourne said. “And they do a lot of work. They work up until the 
wee hours of the morning, and then they sleep for a couple hours 
and come back and go back to work again to finalize the informa-
tion that will go to ESPN.” 
The selection show will then air at 11 a.m. on Sunday on ESPNU. 
Chris Lang of The News & Advance in Lynchburg projects JMU 
as a lock to get an at-large bid. His mock bracket has JMU host-
ing Sacred Heart University on Nov. 29. Sacred Heart clinched the 
Northeast Conference championship on Saturday and is 9-2 overall 
and 5-1 in the NEC. 
Lang said that JMU beating the University of Richmond last Sat-
urday, by 35 points no less, really helped the Dukes’ prospects. 
“Going in and beating a team that had already beaten Villanova 
and that nearly beat New Hampshire, and beating them convinc-
ingly enough to put them at the point where, even if they were to do 
something stupid like lose to Elon on Saturday, that they’re going 
to be in pretty good shape,” Lang said.  
If the Dukes can in fact lock down a home playoff game for the 
first time in six years, Bourne said that it would be huge. 
“Having that chance now and to see the team be able to take the 
field here in a playoff game, would just be one of those things that you 
dream for and you work so hard for,” Bourne said. “So, we’re encour-
aged and excited about the prospects of getting that game here.” 
ContaCt Wayne Epps Jr. at breezesports@gmail.com.
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Full time school year.
Requires bachelor's degree
and QMHP status in the
Human Services field; one
year experience with youth
having mental health
diagnoses. Crossroads
Counseling Center is a drug
and alcohol free workplace.













Pet Friendly, 1-3BR Proper-




8 bed 3bath house 144 N










House  For  Rent  2015/2016
Maryland Ave 1/4 mile from
Campus Fenced in Backyard.
4 bedrooms 3full baths 2 full
kitchens Large rec room.
Group  lease  $1475.00  per
month  Contact:  Greg
540 560 3833.
gpfaff1@comcast.net
Large Student Friendly Vic-
torian house now renting for
fall,  2014,  has  four  bed-
rooms plus a bonus room of-
fice or den with separate en-
trance  and  bike  storage
room,  2  full  baths,  living
room,  eat-in  kitchen,  hard-
wood  floors,  large  front
porch  w/  swing,  Wi-Fi  con-
nection, all major kitchen ap-
pliances, Washer/ Dryer, new
roof, newly painted exterior,
off  street  parking  for  4  -5
vehicles, 8 blocks from JMU,
4 blocks from Court Square
H’burg.  NO  PETS.  $1500
month.  Call  540-810-3631
  
       
“Where JMU buys their diamonds”
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
*All of  our diamonds are graded by an on staff  GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com
Platinum 1.73cts. Princess Cut Diamond Ring 
GIA Certified 1.73 cts D VVS2
This Week $12,500
12 Thursday, November 20, 2014 breezejmu.org
